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Generally regarded as the single most authentic collection of Ahadith, Sahih Al-Bukhari covers

almost all aspects of life in providing proper guidance from the messenger of Allah. This 9-Volume

Bukhari is the work of over 16 years by Imam Bukhari who before writing any Hadith in this book

performed two Rakat prayer of guidance from Allah and when he was sure of the Hadith's

authenticity, he wrote it in the book. Tremendous amounts of errors exist in the translations by other

translators. To eliminate the problem Dar-us-Salam spent over 3 years in the publication of this

book and presented a book which is translated into English in a very easy & simple language, so

that all readers can understand it without difficulty. This is the unabridged version consisting of 7563

ahadith (about 4000 pages) which are presented neatly in smaller books format and printed on

super-fine paper. Each book (subtopics in each volume categorized by very broad topics such as

the Book of As-Salat) contains many chapters which represent one logical unit of Ahadith. Each

book contains anywhere from one to 150 chapters with each chapter containing several Ahadith.

This book will be a great addition to your library while giving you a true perspective on the traditions

of the Prophet (pbuh).
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Islam is frequently presented as a Koran-only religion, which is misleading. Muslims interpret the

Koran by means of ahadith (sayings and doings of the Prophet Mohammed), and most Muslims

regard the latter as having nearly the same legal and theological stature as the former. Thus



whenever you hear that something "isn't in the Koran" (e.g., stoning adulteresses), you need to take

that with a grain of salt: if it's in one of the reliable ahadith collections, it's considered valid Sharia

law.Anyhow, this is one such "reliable" collection. In fact, the guy who collected these, the Persian

Muslim scholar Muhammad ibn Ismail al-Bukhari, has been nicknamed "Sahih" for his legendary

circumspection: "Sahih" is Arabic for "trustworthy." (There are five other collectors who have also

earned the same honorific.)In Sunni Islam, there are 6 major collections of ahadith, but even among

these there are two that are regarded as superlative. Sahih Bukahri, is considered the most

authentic, or "strongest." The runner-up (by a hair's breadth) would be Sahih al-Muslim, available

here: Sahih Muslim (7 Vol. Set).Of note:1. These books are published in Riyadh and presided over

by Wahhabi scholars. You've got no choice but to put up with this. Actually, the footnotes the

Saudi-trained scholars put at the bottom of each page are few and far between with this one, unlike

in similar jobs (such as their Korans).2. I'm aware of a couple of other versions of Sahih Bukhari

(e.g.
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